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Abstract 
Among the current challenges of the tactile sensor for soft tissue stiffness detection is to get an output reading independent of the 
pushing distance between the senor and the tissue. Although a sensor with two probes configuration is used, the sensor output 
shows dependency on the pushing distance due to a cross talk effect between the two probes. To address this problem, a new 
compensation technique was proposed. It utilizes a tissue deformation effect in stiffness measurement to compensate the error 
due to cross talk effect between the two probes. A finite element analysis for the sensor output using ANSYS was carried out to 
investigate the dependency of cross talk effect on the separation distance between the two probes, It was confirmed that the cross 
talk effect and the error in stiffness measurement during tissue deformation can compensate each other. 
 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Stiffness detection of soft tissue plays an important role in medical applications such as minimally invasive 
surgery- MIS. In such surgery, it is of concern that much of the tactile information including stiffness available in 
open surgery is lost. Artificial tactile sensing can restore some of this lost tactile information  [1].  
In order to detect tissue stiffness, many concepts have been introduced  [2]- [6]. The previous trials suffered from a 
major drawback that the sensor output reading shows dependency on the pushing distance resulted from applied 
force between the sensor and the measured object (tissue). This dependency can not be compensated by a single tip 
touch sensor (indentor), as the tissue stiffness itself increased due to changing of the contact geometry during the 
tissue deformation  [7]. To address this problem, another configuration such as a sensor with two probes 
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configuration was proposed. However, since the two probes contact the tissue at two adjacent points, the tissue 
between the two contact points is affecting the force generated at each spring what called crosstalk of the tissue. 
In this research, a finite element analysis-FEA for the sensor output using ANSYS was carried out to investigate 
this crosstalk effect, and then it is utilized to compensate the increasing in tissue stiffness due to changing the 
contact geometry during tissue deformation. 
2. Single indentor problem 
Hayes et al., 1972  [9] presented a mathematical solution for determining the elasticity of a tissue by indentation 
test as follows: 
                    E =(1-ν2)F/2awCk,                                                                                                                              (1) 
where F, w, a, ν and h, as shown in Fig. 1(a), are the applied force, indentation depth, radius of the indentor, 
Poisson's ratio of the tissue and the tissue thickness respectively. However, Ck is a scaling factor depends on ν, (a/h) 
and (w/h) as shown in Fig. 1(b). By modifying Eq. (1), the stiffness of the soft tissue (ko= F/w) can be expressed as: 
                   ko = 2aECk/(1-ν2) ,                                                                                                                               (2) 
The problem of determining the tissue elasticity (E) by single probe (indentor) is that the tissue stiffness (ko) 
increases with increasing the tissue deformation as the scaling factor always increasing with deformation as shown 
in Fig. 1(b). To address this problem, a two sensor probes configuration is proposed as presented in the next section. 
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Fig. 1: (a)   Indentation model parameters, (b) Ck factor vs. deformation ratio with various aspect ratio (a/h)(adopted from Zhang et al.  [7]). 
3. Sensor with two probe configuration 
The sensor head consists of two probes which work as springs with spring constants of kl (low stiffness spring) 
and kh (high stiffness spring). The soft tissue stiffness is modeled as ko. When the two springs contact the soft tissue, 
as shown in Fig. 2(a), two different forces are generated on the high and low stiffness sides, namely FH and FL, 
respectively. By measuring FH and FL, the soft tissue stiffness ko can be expressed as a function of Q as: 
ko = kl kh(1-Q)/(Q kl - kh ),  where Q = FH/ FL         (3) 
Since each spring contacts the tissue at two adjacent points, the tissue between the two contact points, as shown 
in Fig. 2(b) is affecting the force generated at each spring what called crosstalk of the tissue.  The error due to the 
cross talk effect; Ec, is depending on the distance between the two sensor probes; S, the sensor reading at the end of 
the measurement range; Qmax, and the applied displacement between the sensor and the tissue. Figure 3 shows the 
dependency of Ec on the deflection of soft tissue at high stiffness spring. Where Ec is defined as: 
Ec=100 × (Q - Q')/Q,                                                                                                                                        (4) 
where Q is the theoretical sensor output as calculated for Eq. (3) and Q’ is the sensor output with taking into 
account the cross talk effect. Figure 3 shows that the error due to cross talk is always negative value (it means it 
reduces the sensor output). This negative value is increasing with increasing Qmax and increasing with decreasing S. 
Therefore, the cross talk error can be adjusted by controlling S. This cross talk induced error, which is always 
negative, can be compensated by the dependency of Ck factor on deformation, which is always positive, as shown in 
Poisson's ratio ν=0.5
ko 
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Fig. 1(b). This new compensation concept to realize a sensor output independent of the applied distance was 
analyzed by a finite element analysis-FEA and proved to be useful. 
 
         
Fig. 2: Sensor model (a)without crosstalk, (b)with crosstalk.      Fig. 3. Cross talk error vs. tissue deflection with various values of S and Qmax [8]. 
4. Results and discussion  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Fig. 4: Tissue stress contour due to pushing a cubic mesa sensor-end with (a)S=1mm, (b)S=0.75mm, (c) S=0.6mm. 
In this section a 3-D finite element analysis of the sensor output using ANSYS is carried out to investigate the 
effect of the cross talk on the sensor output. The soft tissue is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and adhered to 
a rigid bony base. A plane symmetric finite element model was used by meshing the tissue into solid 8-node 
elements. The tested material was assumed to be linearly elastic with Poisson's ratio of 0.49, dimensions of 5 x 5 x 5 
mm3 and Young's modulus of 1 MPa. Large deformation was taken into consideration by choosing nonlinear 
geometry and applying the load incrementally. According to the design procedure proposed by authors  [8], kl and kh 
are chosen to be 100 and 4000 N/m, respectively, and Qmax=5 for best sensitivity with 250 μm mesa size. 
Figures 4 (a), (b) and (c) show the stress contour in the tissue by pushing a square mesa sensor-end against it with 
the separation distance S between two springs equals to 1, 0.75 and 0.6 mm, respectively. The cross talk effect is 
controlled by changing S. When S is small, it is obvious that the stress contours jams and tissue at each sensor ends 
affects each other and subsequently affect the final reading of the sensor, what we call crosstalk of the tissue. 
Figure 5 shows the sensor output reading (Q) with different S, namely, equal to 0.6, 0.75, 1, 1.25 and 1.5 mm. 
This result shows that with increasing S (low cross talk effect), the sensor output (Q) is increasing with pushing 
distance. This happened because, in this case, the sensor output shows the effect of the factor Ck since it behaves 
similar to the output of a single indentor sensor shown in Fig. 1(b).  When decreasing S (high cross talk effect), the 
sensor output (Q) is more stable (horizontal) with pushing distance. This happened because, in this case, the sensor 
reading is subjected to two effects, the effect of the factor Ck and the crosstalk effect. Because the error due to tissue 
deformation, which is represented by the factor Ck, is always positive (Q increasing with increasing pushing 
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distance) and the error the error due to crosstalk effect is negative (Q decreasing with increasing pushing distance), 
they can be used for compensating each other by proper selection of S. 
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Fig. 5. Sensor reading with various separating distance.           Fig. 6. Compensation of the error due to Ck factor by crosstalk effect. 
5. Conclusions 
A sensor with two probes configuration is used for utilizing the cross talk effect between the two probes for 
compensating the error due to tissue deformation for detecting tissue stiffness independent of the applied 
displacement between the sensor and the tissue. A finite element analysis-FEA for the sensor output using ANSYS 
was carried out to investigate the crosstalk effect. From the analysis, it was proved the cross talk can be adjusted by 
changing the separation distance between the sensor probes. The results show that by adjusting the cross talk effect, 
the error in stiffness measurement during tissue deformation can be reduced.  
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